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Amcot Accessories & Components 

Amcot also offers the following accessories for cooling tower systems: 

Heat Exchangers 

Many water systems utilize shell & tube or plate & frame style heat exchangers to help protect 

sensitive equipment downstream from outside pollutants or when alternate process fluids are 

used which cannot be exposed to the outside environment. By combining an open loop tower 

with a heat exchanger, clients can avoid the increasing costs associated with closed loop towers 

and evaporative condenser while still achieving their goals. Our heat exchangers can be designed 

for a wide range of applications and fluids. All of our heat exchangers are manufactured in the 

USA and can be provided with a wide range of certifications depending on project requirements 

or customer needs. 

-

Water Pumps 

Amcot provides a wide range of water pumps designed and manufactured in the USA for a wide 

range of cooling tower applications. We offer pumps from ¼ horsepower up to over 100 

horsepower in size. Pumps can be furnished in a wide range of styles from close coupled, split 

case, vertical inline just as a few examples. In addition, Amcot can offer pump skids and control 

panels, both of which can be customized to meet your needs. Our pump panels are available in 

NEMAl, 3R, and 4, and are UL/CSA rated. Panels can even incorporate VFD drives for variable flow 

applications when needed. 

Control Panels 

Our cooling tower and pump control panels are specifically designed for cooling tower systems. 

Cooling tower control panels can be outfitted with a wide array of options and configurations to 

help support accessories such as vibration switches, electronic water level controls, and basin 

heaters. Panels can be supplied with either standard temperature on/off fan controls or we can 

install are VFD drive for added flexibility. All of our panels are manufactured and assembled in the 

USA and are UL/CSA recognized. 

What Fiberglass Cooling Towers Are All About! 

For more information, contact Current Midwest
EMAIL: sales@currentmidwest.com

CALL: (800) 391-0109
Your single-source for industrial 

electrical equipment and cooling towers
CENTRALLY LOCATED NEAR CHICAGO, IL 
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